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Abstract- In order to proficiently maintain a bidirectional data
flow among a source and destination pair, a ‘bidirectional
route’ must be generated on each Full Duplex (FD)
connection in the route. We have the Ad hoc On-demand
Multipath Distance Vector routing (AOMDV) protocol seeks
to detect various disjoint paths for a source and destination
pair. But, the AOMDV protocol does not support Full Duplex
(Bidirectional) communication as destination will not record
reverse path to source and cannot transfer data simultaneously.
To overcome from such issue, in this paper we modified
AOMDV protocol into BAOMDV it support Full Duplex
communication, while path discovery destination will track all
reverse path to source under link disjoint communication and
later destination will transfer data to source from same reverse
path without interference.
Keywords- Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Routing, Full Duplex
Transmission, Packet Delivery Ratio
I.
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in ad hoc Wi-Fi networking have
removed the requirement of constant infrastructure (primary
base station as required in mobile networking) for
conversation among users in a community and elevated the
possibility of Wi-Fi networking. These networks termed as
cellular advert hoc networks (MANET) are a collection of
independent terminals that speak with every different by
means of forming a multihop radio network and keeping
connectivity in a decentralized way. MANET and,
particularly, Wi-Fi sensor networks (WSNs) are locating
increasing applications in communication between users in a
battlefield, emergency-relief-personal coordinating efforts,
earthquake aftermath, natural disaster comfort, wired houses,
and in nowadays enormously mobile enterprise surroundings.
Ad hoc wireless networks were a famous challenge of
research due to its simple protocol and its independence from
constant infrastructures.
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) gives
loop free routes even at the same time as repairing broken
hyperlinks due to the fact the protocol does now not require
worldwide periodic routing commercials the demand on the
general bandwidth to be had to the mo bile nodes is
considerably less than in the ones protocols that do necessitate

such commercials. AODV uses symmetric links between
neighboring nodes. It does not attempt to comply with paths
between nodes whilst one of the nodes cannot hear the
alternative one.
In the basic AODV route discovery technique, a opposite path
to the source is formed at intermediate nodes and the
destination on listening to the primary copy of a course
request. Additional copies of the same direction request which
may additionally arrive through trade opposite paths are
omitted. In addition, the vacation spot replies handiest to the
first course request. The route respond from the vacation spot
traces back the opposite course hop through hop and all
through this procedure sets up the forward direction to the
destination at every hop. AOMDV augments the primary
AODV course discovery process in two methods. First,
alternate loop-loose opposite paths are shaped at intermediate
nodes and the destination by using the routing information
received via duplicate direction request copies. Second, the
destination generates more than one route replies. These
replies travel along more than one loop-loose opposite paths
to the supply established for the duration of the route request
propagation section to yield more than one loop-loose ahead
paths to the vacation spot.
On the opposite hand, the design of community protocols for
directional communication has received lot of attention
currently. Since the usage of directional antenna can
incorporate the sign electricity within a slender beam, it
decreases the interference amongst neighboring nodes, will
increase the spatial reuse, and maintains the signal best over a
long distance hyperlink. Further, a node ready with multibeam smart antennas (MBSA) can transmit and acquire
packets in multiple beams concurrently.
Recently, a network which includes full duplex (FD) links
with multi-beam directional functionality; similarly, a
directional MAC scheme for FD nodes with multibeam
directional functionality changed into lately proposed.

Fig.1: Two Dissimilar types of FD communication among
nodes
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In order to efficiently guide a bidirectional records waft
among a source and vacation spot pair, a ‘bidirectional
direction’ ought to be fashioned on every FD hyperlink within
the direction. An illustration of multipath bidirectional routes
is given in Fig.1, in which bidirectional routes are shaped
between the supply node S and destination node D (routes SAE-H-D and S-B-F-I-D). The use of FD nodes can permit the
bidirectional information transmission on every hyperlink
inside the path.
II.
RELATED WORK
Among the on-demand conventions, multipath conventions
have a generally more noteworthy capacity to decrease the
course revelation recurrence than single way conventions. Onrequest multipath conventions find numerous ways between
the source and the goal in a solitary course revelation. In this
way, another course disclosure is required just when every one
of these ways come up short.
Late research on full-duplex chiefly focuses on the equipment
execution of full-duplex radio handsets. For instance, it has
understood a solitary channel full-duplex framework over
802.15.4 radios through uninvolved reception apparatus
retraction joined with simple self impedance crossing out.
Some different examinations further improved their structure.
As of late, Bharadia et al. actualized the primary practical,
full-duplex WiFi radio with a private reception apparatus. Be
that as it may, we don't know about any work on MAC plot
appropriate to full-duplex, multi-bar radio connections. They
will utilize full-duplex connections for bypass bar
interchanges, and a stream can experience another bar if
current bar is occupied, and utilizes a transfer hub with fullduplex capacity to accomplish reroute transmissions.
J. Qi, F. Hu, X. Li, Koushik K M and S. Kumar have
manufactured a 3-ENT (all through effective, sticking strong,
and savvy interchanges) MAC conspire for portable, fullduplex, and multi-bar airborne systems. The throughputproductive MAC depends on the mix of rateless codes and
multi-shaft information conveyance. The counter sticking
capacity is accomplished through encoding of between
landing times between parcels. Also, the intelligent traffic
forecast models can assist the hub with preparing the cradle
parameters in each bar so as to accomplish a smooth, low
misfortune rate interchanges. Their subsequent stage work
will concentrate on the full-duplex directing plan under multishaft receiving wires. Particularly they will plan a cross-layer
steering/MAC conspire dependent on multi-bar throughput
enhancement show.
A novel multi-pillar directing convention dependent on
precious stone chain development was proposed by K. Bao, F.
Hu, E. Bentley and S. Kumar. The cross-layer directing plan
means to completely abuse the capability of MBDAs by
improving the use rate of shafts. An unmistakable component
of RDC directing is that it set up a couple of sideways around
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the principle way, so as to use the numerous light emissions
hub for simultaneous parcel transmission and gathering tasks.
A ripple to-ripple, limited schedule control was additionally
intended to accomplish pipelined transmissions in various
swells. Their reproductions have shown the unrivaled
throughput and postpone execution of the proposed plan.
III.
FRAMEWORK
A. Overview of the Proposed System
In this paper we proposes a new BAOMDV routing protocol
this is capable of forming more than one, completely
overlapped bidirectional routes between a supply and
destination pair within the mobile advert-hoc network,
inclusive of directional FD nodes. The BAOMDV scheme
uses the route request (RREQ) and route respond (RREP)
packets to shape the routes. But, routing desk structure is
modified to help directional verbal exchange by way of
introducing the ‘Next_hop_beam’ area, which shows the
course of the beam in which a packet desires to be despatched
with a purpose to attain the ‘Next-hop’ node towards the
vacation spot. Further, the reverse routes are fashioned to use
the precise same nodes as of their forward routes. Thus, our
scheme guarantees the same range of forward and reverse
paths between every source and destination pair. Note that the
overlapped bidirectional routes are more efficient given that
they use fewer nodes and/or beams along the trails. From the
routing attitude, they reduce the variety of high-priced route
discoveries in the community. In cellular scenarios, our
scheme could outperform the existing schemes considering
that more opportunity opposite routes can be formed. From
the MAC layer angle, they introduce less overhead and greater
efficaciously assist bidirectional visitors on the link per beam.
B. Methodology
In BAOMDV, we attempt to do the equal for opposite routes
as nicely via the use of the RREP_ACK packet. Specifically,
when a RREP is acquired and the forward direction is
installation, the source responds to each time-honored RREP
with an RREP_ACK packet, to confirm all the link-disjoint
routes that would be stored in the routing table at the
destination.
RREP_ACK packet consists of the reverse route’s last hop
(Last-rphop) and ahead course’s remaining hop (Last-fphop)
that is unique for each of the more than one link-disjoint path
from supply to vacation spot to make sure the disjointness of
each course.
At destination node, whilst a RREP_ACK packet is acquired,
the opposite course to supply is updated. The reverse direction
fashioned the usage of RREP_ACK is usually link-disjoint
because the RREP_ACK traverses again the hyperlink-disjoint
ahead path formed by the RREP packets. The opposite
direction to supply obtained from the RREP_ACK is stored
inside the routing desk of destination. Once the route is
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mounted, the destination node can begin its date transmission
to source.
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During network simulation, we can see data transfer from
source to destination and from destination to source via
reverse path simultaneously.
After data transmission through the both protocols, we can
view the packet delivery ratio among the two protocols by
using NS2 command.

Fig.2: Methodology of BAOMDV Routing Protocol
From the fig1, the source node S generates both
RREP_ACK(F) and RREP_ACK(E) in response to RREP(F)
and RREP(E), respectively. RREP_ACK(F), which has the
‘Last-rphop’ as A and ‘Last-fphop’ as node F, is forwarded
the use of S-A-C-F-D direction. Whereas the RREP_ACK(E),
which has the ‘Last-rphop’ as node B and ‘Last-fphop’ as
node E, is forwarded the usage of S-BC-E-D path. At the
destination node D, when RREP_ACK(F) is checked and it is
determined that it has a hyperlink-disjoint course, the path
from the vacation spot to the source [D-F-C-A-S] is
established. Similarly some other route [D-E-C-B-S] is set up
the use of RREP_ACK(E).
Finally, supply node S has two forward routes [S-A-C-FD]
and [S-B-C-E-D], and the vacation spot node D has opposite
routes [D-F-C-A-S] and [D-E-C-B-S]. Thus through the usage
of our BAOMDV routing protocol, we are able to shape an
identical quantity of absolutely overlapped forward and
opposite paths among source and destination nodes.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments are doing through the NS2 simulator. In our
experiment, we are developing both AODV protocol and
Modified BAOMDV protocol. To design these two protocols,
we need to create network by giving the node size in the
simulator. After generating the network, the route discovery
will be processed from the source to destination for both
AODV and BAOMDV protocols.

Packet delivery ratio:
S.No
Nodes
AODV(%)

BAOMDV(%)

1

30

241.77

243.14

2

40

236.96

247.19

3

50

19.35

67.76

4

60

11.83

32.02

The above graph describes that the packet delivery ratio
comparison between the AODV and BAOMDV protocols. In
above graph red line is for AODV PDR and green line is for
BAOMDV PDR.
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VI.

End TO End delay ratio:
S.No
Nodes
AODV
(milli sec)

BAOMDV
(milli sec)

1

30

50.73

20.662

2

40

39.352

15.419

3

50

59.627

20.667

4

60

40.755

11.232

In above graph x-axis represents time and y-axis represents
PDR at that time.
V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated wireless ad-hoc networks
equipped with FD nodes. We discussed the necessity of
finding the multiple disjoint bidirectional routes in the
network that make the most efficient use of FD nodes. The
limitations of AOMDV and OAOMDV, in finding the
multiple bidirectional routes for FD nodes, were studied. A
novel, enhanced BAOMDV routing protocol was designed
that overcomes the limitations of existing AOMDV based
routing protocols in finding the completely overlapped
bidirectional routes. Our simulation results demonstrated the
advantage of our BAOMDV scheme over AOMDV and
OAOMDV schemes, in terms of packet delivery ratio and
end-to-end delay,
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